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1.  Opening 
 
Vice-Chair Lyon opened Meeting 829 of the Domestic Names Committee (DNC) at 9:35 a.m. and 
requested a roll call of the attendees. 
 
The meeting was held virtually, due to ongoing concerns regarding the COVID-19 pandemic.  The 
chair invited the members to review the reports that were distributed previously and to email any 
questions or comments to the staff.   
 
2.  Minutes of Meeting 828 
 
The minutes of Meeting 828, held September 10, 2020, were approved by affirmation. 
 
3.  Reports 
 
[The following reports were distributed by email prior to the meeting.] 
 
3.1  BGN Chairman (Wallace) 
 
The Advisory Committee on Undersea Features (ACUF) met virtually on September 24, 2020.  
Wallace thanked Palmer for his diligent work on processing the General Bathymetric Chart of the 
Oceans (GEBCO) Sub-Committee on Undersea Features Names (SCUFN) names. The Full Board 
is expected to vote at its October 20 quarterly meeting on two groups of names recommended by 
ACUF.  Palmer suggested reviewing single versus plural designations (e.g., seamount versus 
seamounts) for undersea features in the GEONet Name Server (GNS).  ACUF Secretary 
Jovanovski is working on GNS modifications and has offered to give a demonstration of the recent 
developments.  ACUF member Cherkis informed ACUF that proposals for Arctic features will be 
forthcoming.  Nominations are being solicited for a new ACUF chair. 
 
The BGN Executive Committee will meet virtually on Tuesday, October 13, 2020. 
 
The Quarterly Full Board meeting will be held virtually on Tuesday, October 20, 2020. 
 
The Foreign Names Committee will meet virtually on Tuesday, December 8, 2020. 
 
The United Nations Group of Experts on Geographical Names meeting is scheduled for May 3-7, 
2021. 
 
Wallace thanked everyone for their continued efforts and support of the DNC meetings.  
 
3.2  BGN Executive Secretary (Palmer and Guempel) 
 
There was no report.  Palmer will report on activities at the upcoming Full Board meeting.  
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3.3  Special Committee on Communications (Lyon) 
 
Forrest stepped down as chair of the SCC, effective September 30, and Lyon will take over 
pending action from the Executive Committee.  The SCC acknowledges and thanks Forrest for her 
dedication and hard work as chair.  Her leadership and knowledge have been instrumental in 
developing high-quality reports and publications that support the BGN’s mission. 
 
Forrest will continue as lead on the BGN Fiscal Year 2020 Annual Report to the Secretary of the 
Interior.  The committee chairs and USGS and NGA leadership were asked to compile their 
reports, noting significant highlights, decisions, activities, events, and membership for FY20. 
Anyone planning to submit a report should inform Forrest by October 15. 
 
The SCC continues to update the BGN brochures located on the Resources page of the BGN 
website.  Lyon is also working with the Special Committee on Tribal Geographic Names and 
Communication to assess whether an additional pamphlet focusing on Tribal issues would be 
useful.  
 
The SCC is hoping to meet in the coming weeks; all interested members and deputies should 
contact Lyon to share their availability. 
 
3.4  Executive Secretary (Guempel) 
 
There was no written report.  Guempel announced that the BGN has received a waiver to develop 
its own website under bgn.gov rather than usgs.gov.  The Federal Geographic Data Committee 
(FGDC) has offered to develop and host the website, which should reduce costs and effort.  Final 
approval must be given by USGS and the Department of the Interior. 
 
DNC staff continue to work on replacements for the current online and hard copy proposal forms, 
along with an improved process for recording, managing, and where possible, automating the 
workflow.  Esri is developing a prototype using its Survey 123 software, and the BGN staff has 
provided input, including a list of requirements and a detailed schema.  The new version of the 
forms will include improved guidance on what is needed for a well-developed proposal.   
 
The DNC has been asked to complete a privacy threat analysis to address personally identifiable 
information (PII) that may be collected during the proposal review process.   
 
The Memorandum of Understanding with the Census Bureau regarding the maintenance of certain 
feature classes in GNIS is close to being finalized and signed. 
 
3.5  Staff (Runyon) 
 
Staff continues to receive inquiries from the general public, State Names Authorities (SNAs), and 
the media regarding the policies and procedures for naming and renaming features, including how 
to propose changes to offensive names. 
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Quarterly Review List 441, comprising 81 new names and name changes, was completed and 
posted online on October 8; it includes 28 new names for waterfalls in Idaho.  Notices to all 
interested parties, including Tribal governments, will be sent shortly. 
 
Runyon participated in the Colorado Geographic Naming Advisory Board’s first meeting on 
September 17.  Topics included an introduction of members, responsibilities of an SNA, a few 
words of welcome from Governor Jared Polis, and an overview of Colorado’s open meeting laws.  
Runyon gave a presentation on the BGN; the Principles, Policies, and Procedures; the (re)naming 
process; GNIS; expectations for SNAs; and a review of the 16 pending Colorado proposals (the 
number has since increased to 18).  Discussions continue with interested parties regarding a 
potential name change for Mount Evans. 
 
The DNC has received a new proposal from the Summit County (Colorado) Commissioners to 
change the name of the Gore Range in Colorado to Nuchu Range.  The range was named for Sir St. 
George Gore, whose lavish hunting expeditions in the Rocky Mountains in the 1800s, during 
which he killed thousands of game animals, were seen as needlessly wasteful even at the time.   
 
The staff was also asked about the process for renaming Mount Elbert and Wheeler Peak, the 
highest points in Colorado and New Mexico, respectively.  The former was named for Samuel Hitt 
Elbert, who signed a treaty with the Ute Tribes that allowed mining and railroad construction in 
reservation lands, while the latter was for Major George Montague Wheeler, who led the Wheeler 
Survey.  Staff informed both inquirers that evidence of local and State support should be sought 
before initiating a proposal. 
 
Kanalley commented that some of these newer proposals to change names considered offensive are 
either originating from, or made with the backing of, local communities or State agencies. 
 
The Washington Post published an opinion piece on September 28 titled “America’s maps are still 
filled with racist place names.” 
 
Staff participated in the BGN’s Advisory Committee on Undersea Features meeting held 
September 24. 
 
Staff (Baker and O’Donnell) are developing an updated SNA contact list and matrix outlining how 
each SNA processes proposals. 
 
Staff and the USGS Cartographic Data Services team have discussed the need for a consistent and 
updated Tribal Government contact list (also needed by other groups within the National 
Geospatial Program, such as Elevation).  The Census Bureau provided a dataset, which the DNC 
staff will analyze.  Ideally, the list should be maintained and disseminated by a single office.   
 
California Governor Newsom issued a press release on September 26 titled “State Agencies 
Announce Steps to Address Discriminatory Names, Inequities in State Parks and Transportation 
System Features.”  This increased effort to address names considered offensive will involve the 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/09/28/americas-maps-are-still-filled-with-racist-place-names/
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addition of new members to the California Advisory Committee on Geographic Names and “a 
need for increased transparency.” 
 
The California National Hydrography Dataset steward inquired about changing or removing 
offensive names from its data products. 
 
The Kansas Water Office asked staff about “Negro” names in the State.  Runyon was interviewed 
by the Kansas City Star, which focused on Negro Creek in Johnson County. 
 
Staff received a Freedom of Information Act request for background on the BGN’s “naming of the 
State of Illinois.”  The inquirer was provided the work cards from the GNIS entry, with an 
explanation that the 1954 BGN decision was simply to allow the use of either the long or short 
form of the name on Federal products.  GNIS records three decision dates for U.S. States:  a 1931 
decision for the short form (e.g. Illinois); a 1954 decision for the long form (e.g. State of Illinois); 
and a 1965 decision to vacate the former decisions (the BGN decided in 1965 that it did not have 
purview over the names of civil entities and that it would defer to the administering agency or 
authority on such matters). 
 
The proponent of the name Blacklion Bay for a previously unnamed feature in Florida (approved 
by the DNC at its September 10 meeting) extended his appreciation to the BGN and invited the 
members, staff, and NOAA representatives to a future naming ceremony. 
 
Staff has held discussions with the Minnesota SNA about the status of pending cases, as well as 
the feasibility of the legally required county public hearing process during the ongoing pandemic.  
There has been local media interest in the two proposals that have been received to change the 
name of Redskin Lake in Lake County. 
 
Runyon was interview by TribLive (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) about the BGN naming process.  
The interview focused on names for small streams in Westmoreland County. 
 
The Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources executive staff is looking 
into the possibility of proposing a name change for Negro Mountain, located along the boundary 
between Pennsylvania and Maryland (see also https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/bs-md-
pol-negro-mountain-name-controversy-20201003-cjqqpihj7vbr7fjw73627x5pyy-story.html). 
 
Runyon was interviewed by a reporter with Stateline, the online news service of the Pew 
Charitable Trusts, about the BGN renaming process, with a focus on the recent decision to change 
the name of Jeff Davis Peak in California to Da-ek Dow Go-Et Mountain. 
 
Guempel and Runyon participated in a meeting on September 18 with the USGS Fundamental 
Science Practices Advisory Committee (FSPAC) regarding the use of offensive words and place 
names in USGS and other Federal publications.  FSPAC is looking to the BGN for guidance.  
Guempel and Runyon provided an overview of the (re)naming process, focusing on the role of (1) 

https://www.kansascity.com/opinion/editorials/article246048665.html
https://triblive.com/local/westmoreland/n-y-teen-seeks-to-christen-unnamed-westmoreland-county-streams-after-ancestors/
https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/bs-md-pol-negro-mountain-name-controversy-20201003-cjqqpihj7vbr7fjw73627x5pyy-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/bs-md-pol-negro-mountain-name-controversy-20201003-cjqqpihj7vbr7fjw73627x5pyy-story.html
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the BGN with respect to geographic features, and (2) Federal agencies with respect to 
administrative features. 
 
The BGN staff was asked to provide background information on the BGN and the Federal naming 
process in advance of hearings on H.R. 722 - Miracle Mountain Designation Act.  The resolution 
passed the House of Representatives. 
 
S. 490, a bill to apply the new name B-47 Ridge to an unnamed ridge in Montana, has passed the 
Congress and is awaiting the President’s signature.  [Subsequent to the meeting, the bill was 
enacted, on October 13, as Pub. L. 116-167.] 
 
On September 30, H.R. 8455 was introduced:  “To create a process by which the Board on 
Geographic Names shall review and revise offensive names of Federal land units, to create an 
advisory committee to recommend Federal land unit names to be reviewed by the Board, and for 
other purposes.” 
 
Runyon participated in meeting on October 5 with the working group of the Standing Committee 
on Antarctic Geographic Information.  They reviewed input submitted by various national naming 
authorities into a draft document titled “International Principles and Procedures for Antarctic Place 
Names.”  The document will be completed after a list of naming authority contacts is compiled.  It 
will then undergo a final review by the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research. 
  
3.6  GNIS and Data Compilation Program (McCormick) 
 
Development of the downloadable products is progressing and should be in place before the Oracle 
Apex software is removed.  This involves redesigning the processes for creating the downloadable 
text files and creating a new geodatabase delivery.  McCormick completed the first review of the 
products and identified issues and corrections that will need to be made before final release.  The 
AllNames file (contains all official and variant names, along with the associated bibliographic 
citations) has proven to be the most difficult file to generate and will be one of the last to be 
recreated.  The distribution of files will be done through the USGS ScienceBase data repository 
rather than the BGN website.  This transition will occur once all of the new files are created. 
 
The development of replacement GNIS forms and tools is progressing more slowly than 
anticipated, despite the fact that the due date is the end of March.  The GNIS staff will spend the 
second half of the fiscal year completing user testing and documentation. 
 
GNIS staff continues to process Census files as received, although the number of submissions is 
winding down. 
 
Landform collection continues for ridges, ranges, summits, valleys, and arroyos on National Forest 
lands.   
 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/722
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/490
https://www.congress.gov/116/plaws/publ167/PLAW-116publ167.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/8455
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McCormick researched and updated the two internal tables that assist with searching names 
containing diacritics.  The tables are matched so that data will be returned correctly when 
searching GNIS and the data will process correctly into the database. 
 
3.7  Special Committee on Tribal Geographic Names and Communication (Kanalley) 
 
The committee met on September 10 and is scheduled to meet again after the October DNC 
meeting.  The members continue to focus on developing a communication strategy; specifically, 
how better to engage Tribal governments in the BGN’s activities. 
 
4.  BGN Initial Review of New Proposals (Karau and Runyon) 
 
Lyon noted that because Chair Karau was not present, this item will be moved to next month’s 
meeting.   
 
5. Statement Regarding Use of Offensive Names on Federal Products (Guempel) 
 
As noted above, Runyon and Guempel participated in a meeting with the USGS Fundamental 
Science Practices Advisory Committee (FSPAC) regarding the use of offensive words and place 
names in USGS and other Federal publications.  A member of the public had complained that the 
USGS Publications website hosted a 1988 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service document titled 
“Obsolete English Names of North American Birds and Their Modern Equivalents” that listed 
“n*****goose” as an old, obsolete name for the double-crested cormorant.  (The name was a 
colloquial name, which according to a 1917 article in The Wilson Bulletin, has been used on Long 
Island, in North Carolina, and along the Gulf Coast.)  The document has been removed from public 
access while FSPAC considers the issue.  
 
The FSPAC asked about the BGN’s process to deal with offensive words, and Guempel and 
Runyon explained that the BGN is reactive rather than proactive and does not define what words 
are offensive (other than pejorative forms of “Negro” and “Japanese”).  The discussion was not 
limited to offensive words in obsolete bird names or place names but included how similar 
examples are handled in all species names, specimen labels, and geologic feature names.  The 
FSPAC is discussing if this needs to be elevated to the USGS or the DOI for a response.   
 
The BGN staff has been asked to prepare a disclaimer that could be added to Federal products 
noting that they may contain words that users might find offensive.  Presumably, other agencies 
are also concerned with this issue, so the BGN members were asked for guidance.  The staff will 
discuss the matter further with FSPAC.  The topic is also relevant because of the recent H.R. 8455 
noted above.  It was noted that Federal products should be consistent, and where possible, should 
include official names. 
 
Wallace reported that the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration does not add 
any notes to its electronic navigation charts and simply relies on GNIS for official geographic 
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names.  If a disclaimer were to be added in the future, it would need approval from the chart 
standards and policies group. 
 
Flora added that that the Census Bureau records names of streets and other features and that the 
agency has developed a list of words and phrases that may be considered offensive and which 
should be excluded from its products.  Runyon added that The National Map Corps (citizen 
science volunteer program) has also developed list of words to check in submissions they receive.  
This suggests some agencies and groups are developing lists and deciding what is offensive, which 
is something the BGN has consistently resisted. 
 
Kanalley reported that the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS) had asked BGN staff for guidance regarding the USDA’s archive of 
soil survey maps.  These historical maps, some dating from the 1920s, may include offensive 
names that have since been changed.  It was agreed that rather than attempt to locate every 
occurrence in thousands of documents and redact the words from the historical record, the NRCS 
would draft a disclaimer.  Kanalley noted that any such statement would need approval from the 
USDA Geospatial Information Officer and the Office of General Counsel and that this review is 
still in process.   
 
Kanalley also reported that over the years the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) has often chosen to omit 
names that might be considered offensive from its maps, most notably its smaller-scale visitor 
maps.  This is a straightforward process when the maps are not wholly automated and names can 
be manually edited, but with the move toward automated mapping, it is not so simple.  Kanalley 
was recently asked by one of the USFS regional offices whether all names that include “Negro” 
could be filtered out and not displayed on the 1:24,000-scale FSTopo series.  Another region has 
objected to this approach because in some instances the word is simply Spanish for “black” and 
there is no offensive association.  There is also an ongoing effort to change the names of USFS 
recreation sites, particularly those that charge a fee for admission.  The agency recognizes that 
there is no simple solution and local input is required; also, there is no single replacement word 
that would be acceptable to everyone. 
 
Members discussed the language included in H.R. 8455.  Some members expressed a preference 
for a disclaimer rather than “purging” GNIS of names that some might find objectionable. 
(Principle VI states that features cannot be “unnamed”; the name must be changed to something 
else by BGN decision.)  It was agreed that simply “hiding” names would result in them being 
forgotten, rather than leading to a discussion about more appropriate replacements.   
 
Tischler suggested issuing a technical announcement about what is stored in GNIS and about the 
BGN process; this document, which would be in line with fundamental science practices, could be 
provided to anyone who asks about offensive names found on any Federal product.  Adding a 
disclaimer to Federal maps would require a lot of effort, including a review by standards groups, 
offices of general counsel, and even revisions to the layout of the maps. 
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McCormick reported that she has updated the Frequently Asked Questions (“How Do I?” page) on 
the BGN website to better explain the BGN naming and renaming process and why the BGN is not 
proactive in the matter of changing names. 
 
6.  Docket  
 
Please refer to the attached Docket for a description of each proposal.  For new names approved at 
this meeting, the newly assigned GNIS Feature ID (FID) has been noted following the name.   
 
I. Staff-Processed New Names, and Name and Application Changes agreed to by all interested 

parties 
 
Change Butler Reservoir (FID 875060) to Apshawa Reservoir, New Jersey (Not review listed) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the change.  
 
  Vote:  15  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
Change Butler Reservoir (FID 875061) to Kakeout Reservoir, New Jersey (Review List 439) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the change.  There was discussion about the nearby 
historical reservoir that once had the name Kakeout Reservoir.  This name was added to GNIS in 
the 1980s citing a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers inventory of reservoir and dams.  The locations 
of many features in that file were inaccurate, and in instances such as this one, a name was applied 
to the incorrect feature.  The smaller reservoir’s dam was removed in 2011, so staff clarified that 
the name Kakeout Reservoir should not cause any local confusion. 
  
  Vote:  15  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
Change Warner Lake (FID 968809) to Warners Lake, New York (Review List 439) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the change.  
 
  Vote:  15  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
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II. Disagreement on Docketed Names 
 
Change Kikeout Mountain (FID 877559) to All-Welcome Mountain or Kakeout Mountain and 
change the application, New Jersey (Review Lists 437, 439) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the name Kakeout Mountain.  Staff clarified that this 
was both a name change and an application change; historical and current evidence applies the 
name to a pair of adjoining summits rather than to a single peak as recorded currently in GNIS. 
 
  Vote:  15  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
Coombs Pond, New York (Review List 437) 
 
A motion was made and seconded not to approve the name, citing the objections of the landowner 
and the negative recommendation of the New York State Names Committee. 
 
  Vote:  15  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
Change Halfway Creek (FID 952035) to Halfway Brook, New York (Review List 438) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the change.   
 
  Vote:  14  in favor 
                1  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
The vote against the motion was based on the longstanding use of the current name and the fact 
that various names have been applied to the stream since the 1700s. 
 
Sugar Mountain, Vermont (Review List 429) 
 
A motion was made and seconded not to approve this name, citing the lack of local support, the 
proponent’s unwillingness to work with the SNA to address its requirements, and concerns about 
the potential commercial nature of the name. 
 
  Vote:  15  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
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III. New Commemorative Names and Changes agreed to by all interested parties 
 
Drake Creek, Kinsman Creek, Sly Creek, Washburn Brook, New York (Review Lists 437, 
439) (FIDs 2813703, 2813704, 2813705, 2813706) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to consider these four names as a group. 
 
  Vote:  15  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the names. 
 
  Vote:  14  in favor 
                0  against 
                1  abstention 
 
IV. Revised Decisions - none 
 
V.  New Names agreed to by all interested parties 
 
Big Cove Creek, Alabama (Review List 438) (FID 2813702) 
 
Members discussed whether this name might be in violation of the Duplicate Names Policy, given 
that there are a number of features already named “Big Cove” in the same county.  It was generally 
agreed that the issue of possible confusion would vary depending on population density, the 
landscape, or the general application of the names.  A motion was made and seconded to approve 
this name. 
 
  Vote:  15  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
White Hollow Run, Pennsylvania and New York (Review List 437) (FID 2813707) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the name.  
 
  Vote:  15  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
Blue Dell Run, Pennsylvania (Review List 439) (FID 2813708) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the name.  
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  Vote:  15  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
7.  Other Business 
 
Kanalley reminded members that the Special Committee on Tribal Geographic Names and 
Communication would meet immediately following the DNC meeting.   
 
8.  Closing 
 
The meeting adjourned at 11:05 a.m.   
 
The next Domestic Names Committee meeting is scheduled to be held virtually November 12, 
2020, at 9:30 a.m.   
 
       (signed)    
       
 
       _____________________________________ 
       Glenn Guempel, Executive Secretary [Acting] 

Domestic Names Committee 
 
         
APPROVED 
(signed) Michael Karau 
 
 
_______________________ 
Michael Karau, Chair 
Domestic Names Committee 
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U.S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES 
DOMESTIC NAMES COMMITTEE 

DOCKET 
October 2020 

 
Unless otherwise specified, in accordance with the BGN’s Policy X:  Tribal Geographic Names, 
a link to the Quarterly Review List containing each proposal was sent to all federally recognized 
Tribes, and to Tribal Historic Preservation Officers for which an email address was available.  
The Tribal authorities were given 60 days to comment on any proposal.  If no response(s) were 
received regarding a proposal, it is presumed to indicate a lack of opinion. 
 
I. Staff-Processed New Names, and Name and Application Changes agreed to by all 
interested parties 
 

Change Butler Reservoir (FID 875060) to Apshawa Reservoir, New Jersey 
(Not Review Listed) 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=40.9840307&p_longi=-
74.3732558&fid=875060 
 

    Support Oppose No 
opinion 

No 
objection 

No 
response 

Local 
government West Milford Borough Council        X  

  Passaic County Board of Chosen Freeholders       X   
State Names 
Authority New Jersey X        

Federal 
Agency N/A      

Tribes N/A          
Other Butler Borough Council X     
 New Jersey Conservation Foundation X     

 
This proposal, initiated by BGN staff based on information from the Butler Borough Council, is to 
change the name of Butler Reservoir in West Milford Borough in Passaic County, to Apshawa 
Reservoir.   
The reservoir is on Apshawa Brook within the Apshawa Preserve, which is co-managed by the 
New Jersey Conservation Foundation and Passaic County Parks & Recreation. 
 
The current name, Butler Reservoir, was added to USGS maps when the Borough of Butler owned 
the reservoir as part of its water supply.  The same name was applied on USGS maps to a larger 
reservoir in Kinnelon Borough in Morris County, three miles to the south.  Kinnelon Borough is 
proposing that the name of this second reservoir, which despite being located in Kinnelon Borough 
is still owned by the Borough of Butler, be changed to Kakeout Reservoir (q.v.) to recognize local 
use. 
 
When asked to comment on the Kakeout Reservoir proposal listed below, the Butler Borough 
Council informed BGN staff that because the Borough no longer owns the reservoir, the locally 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=40.9840307&p_longi=-74.3732558&fid=875060
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=40.9840307&p_longi=-74.3732558&fid=875060
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used name Apshawa Reservoir should be made official.  Local sources refer to the reservoir by 
both names, but the proposed name appears to be more commonly used. 
 

Change Butler Reservoir (FID 875061) to Kakeout Reservoir, New Jersey 
(Review List 439) 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=40.9840307&p_longi=-
74.3732558&fid=875061 
 
    Support Oppose No 

opinion 
No 

objection 
No 

response 
Local government Kinnelon Borough Council X         
  Morris County Board of Chosen Freeholders X         
State Names 
Authority New Jersey X        

Federal Agency N/A      
Tribes           X 
Other Kinnelon Historic Committee X     
 Butler Borough Council X     

 
This proposal is to change the name of Butler Reservoir in the Borough of Kinnelon in Morris 
County to Kakeout Reservoir to recognize the name in longstanding local use.  It was initiated in 
association with the proposal to change the name of Kikeout Mountain to Kakeout Mountain 
(q.v.), submitted by the Borough of Kinnelon. 
 
The reservoir is owned by the neighboring Borough of Butler, which also owns a reservoir in the 
Borough of West Milford in Passaic County.  Both reservoirs, which are approximately three miles 
apart, have been labeled on USGS maps as Butler Reservoir; the one in Morris County since 1943 
and the one in Passaic County since 1954.  The locally used name of the reservoir in Passaic 
County is Butler Reservoir.   
 
The Kinnelon Borough Historian, who suggested the proposed change, reported that “The 
neighboring Borough of Butler owns approximately 450 acres of watershed in Kinnelon.  The 
Butler Reservoir, whose waters lap at the base of the Kakeout Mountain, has traditionally been 
named ‘Kakeout Reservoir.’  At the time of its watershed development, the Borough of Butler held 
two significant watershed properties:  the Apshawa Reservoir, located in West Milford NJ and the 
Kakeout Reservoir, located in Kinnelon NJ.  The name ‘Kakeout’ Reservoir has been the 
historically accepted term used by Butler in distinguishing these two geographically separate water 
bodies.” 
 
The reservoir in Morris County is dammed by Kakeout Dam (added from the 1981 U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE) “Listing of Dams and Reservoirs in the United States”).   
 
(Kakeout Reservoir and Lower Kakeout Dam were also added from this list and were located 
downstream.  In 2011, the Borough of Butler removed Lower Kakeout Dam which resulted in the 
disappearance of the reservoir behind it.  GNIS recorded this smaller, former reservoir as Kakeout 
Reservoir.  The feature is still recorded in the National Hydrography Dataset but has been deleted 
from GNIS.)   

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=40.9840307&p_longi=-74.3732558&fid=875061
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=40.9840307&p_longi=-74.3732558&fid=875061
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This Butler Reservoir (proposed as Kakeout Reservoir and dammed by Kakeout Dam) has been 
known locally as Kikeout Reservoir or Kakeout Reservoir since its construction.  
 

 
 
The current USACE National Inventory of Dams lists Kakeout Dam at its current location and 
“Kakeout Dike” on “Kakeout Brook” at the southeast corner of the reservoir.  “Kakeout Brook” (or 
“Kikeout Brook”) seems to be a name in local use for all or part of Stone House Brook, which is 
the official name of the stream that flows through Butler Reservoir.  The Kinnelon Borough 
Historian confirmed that the correct name of the stream is Stone House Brook and that the names 
Kikeout Brook or Kakeout Brook have been used in error. 
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Change Warner Lake (FID 968809) to Warners Lake, New York 
(Review List 439) 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=42.6250867&p_longi=-
74.0791665&fid=968809 
 

    Support Oppose No 
opinion 

No 
objection 

No 
response 

Local government Berne Town Board X     
 Albany County Legislature     X 
State Names Authority New York X     
Federal Agency N/A      
Tribes       X 
Other Berne Town Historian X     

 
This proposal is to change the name of Warner Lake, a 120-acre reservoir in the Town of Berne in 
Albany County, to Warners Lake.   
 
The reservoir’s name comes from early settlers from the Warner family.  The 1897 volume 
Landmarks of Albany County, New York reported that a German emigrant named Christopher 
Warner and his two brothers acquired land around the reservoir sometime in the 1700s. 
 
The proponent points to the confusion between the official name for Federal use (Warner Lake) 
and the name predominately used locally and by the State (Warners Lake).  The Warners Lake 
Improvement Association, Inc. is a local group that helps manage the reservoir. 
 
USGS maps have labeled the reservoir as Warner Lake since 1900.  The name Warners Lake 
appears on county maps published as early as 1854.  As with many longstanding commemorative 
names, the exact form of the name (with or without an “s,” with or without an apostrophe) has 
varied over time.  Local usage is predominantly Warners or Warner’s.  The variant names Werners 
Lake and Werner’s Lake come from the original German spelling of the family name. 
 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers National Inventory of Dams lists this reservoir’s dam as 
Warner Lake Dam, with the owner as the Warners Lake Improvement Association, Inc.  The dam, 
which was constructed in 1964, is not recorded in GNIS. 
 
Warners Lake Road passes near the reservoir.  Another lake named Warner Lake is in Hamilton 
County, New York. 
  

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=42.6250867&p_longi=-74.0791665&fid=968809
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=42.6250867&p_longi=-74.0791665&fid=968809
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II. Disagreement on Docketed Names 
 

Change Kikeout Mountain (FID 877559) to All-Welcome Mountain or  
Kakeout Mountain and change the application of Kakeout Mountain, New Jersey 

(Review Lists 437, 439) 
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=40.9889867&p_longi=-
74.3765407&fid=877559 
 
Kakeout Mountain: 
    Support Oppose No 

opinion 
No 

objection 
No 

response 
Local government Kinnelon Borough Council X         
  Morris County Board of Chosen Freeholders X         
State Names 
Authority New Jersey X         

Federal Agency N/A      
Tribes           X 
Other Kinnelon Historic Committee X         
 
All-Welcome Mountain: 

    Support Oppose No 
opinion 

No 
objection 

No 
response 

Local government Kinnelon Borough Council  X      
  Morris County Board of Chosen Freeholders  X      
State Names 
Authority New Jersey   X      

Federal Agency N/A      
Tribes          X 
Other Kinnelon Historic Committee  X      
 
Two proposals were submitted to the BGN to change the name of Kikeout Mountain, a 915-foot 
summit in the Borough of Kinnelon in Morris County.  
 
The first was to change the name to All-Welcome Mountain.  The proponent states that she finds 
the word “kike” offensive as “a derogatory slur against Jewish people and ‘Kikeout Mountain’ 
sounds like ‘Kike Out’ like ‘Jews Go Away.’”  She adds, “there is rising anti-Semitism in the 
USA and globally, including hate crimes. . . .  It should be changed for the safety and dignity of 
Jews, of whom there are many in New Jersey.  Changing it to All-Welcome Mountain gives a 
nice feeling of safety and inclusivity.” 
 
After being asked to comment on the proposal, the Kinnelon Borough Council submitted a 
counterproposal to change the name to Kakeout Mountain and also to change the application of 
the name from the current 915-foot summit to the adjacent 1,050-foot summit to agree with 
historical and current local usage.  The Borough Council objected to the All-Welcome Mountain 
name, believing it would “permanently alter the historic names and forever change Kinnelon 
Borough’s very unique history.”  They add that the name Kakeout Mountain “would be 
consistent with the spelling commonly used by the Borough of Kinnelon to designate ‘Kakeout 
Road’ & ‘Kakeout Reservoir.’”  

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=40.9889867&p_longi=-74.3765407&fid=877559
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=40.9889867&p_longi=-74.3765407&fid=877559
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“Kikeout” is a misspelling of the Dutch word “kykuyt” or “kijkuit” which means “lookout.”  
Several geographic features in the New York-New Jersey area have names that include some 
version of this word, including Kaikout Kill; Kykuit (a summit); Kykuit Hill (also spelled 
Kickeout, Kiokeout, Kaakeoot, Kaacooe, Kaakcoot, Kaakeoote, and Kijhuit); and Kijk-Uit 
Mountain (also spelled Keikout and KyKuit or Ky Kuit). 
 

       
    1894 MORRISTOWN, NJ 1:62,500                     1905 PASSAIC, NJ 1:125,000 
 

      
1947 BOONTON and   1955 BOONTON and POMPTON PLAINS, NJ 

        POMPTON PLAINS, NJ 1:24,000 
 
The summit was labeled Kikirut Mountain on an 1853 map of Morris County and in an 1868 
county atlas.  USGS maps from 1894 to 1923 labeled it Kakeout Mountain and applied the name 
collectively to both the 915-foot (then labeled as 914 ft.) and 1,050-foot summits.  The 1947 map 
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did not show any name, but in 1955, citing field surveys, the name was modified to Kikeout 
Mountain and applied to the western summit only.  The name check card reported “Both Mr. 
Curtis and Mr. Harrison know this spelling [Kikeout], and not Kakeout, which appears on the 
map.”   
 
The predominant name in State, regional, and local documents has been “Kakeout Mountain,” 
including the 1898 Final Report of the New Jersey State Geologist; the 1923 and 1951 editions 
of the New York Walk Book; a hiking schedule in the 1964 New York Times; a 1971 realty ad in 
The Pocono Record; and a 2009 post on “The Trails of New Jersey & New York. . . in Pictures” 
website.  In the 2005 Borough of Kinnelon Open Space and Recreation Plan, the Kinnelon Town 
Historian refers to “the 1,020’ high Kakeout Mountain.” 
 
In recommending the change to Kakeout Mountain, the Borough Council cited a detailed 
analysis prepared by the Borough Historian, who stated:  
 
“Although there is no evidence to support the claim that the name ‘Kikeout’ was derived to insult 
or denigrate any particular segment of the population, in particular, the Jewish community, the 
continued misperception of this spelling, and its incorrect conjectured meaning, on any and all 
official documents, will only lead to further debate and ill feelings. . .  

 
“The Borough should absolutely reject any name change that would permanently alter the 
historic names and thereby forever alter the Borough’s unique history.  Consenting to any 
proposed name change [other than correcting the spelling to Kakeout] will further propagate the 
ill-founded theory that the Borough is anti-Semitic.  It is inconceivable to me, as the Borough 
Historian, that we wish to erase the names given almost 200 years ago, whose meanings were as 
clear today as they were then, (look out) in response to a false interpretation of what those names 
could possibly mean now or in the future.” 
 
In the summary, the historian noted: 
 
“[M]ost newspaper accounts prior to 1916 refer to this peak as ‘Kakeout.’  The first references in 
newspapers utilizing the misspelled ‘Kikeout’ occur about 1908, when controversy erupted about 
the City of Newark’s intention to develop the reservoir [south of the summit] as an additional 
water supply for Newark. . . . 
 
“The historical use can be traced back in land deeds dating as far back as 1810, long before the 
slang term ‘kike’ was invented. . . 
 
“Over the years, Kinnelon Borough has settled on the naming convention as ‘Kakeout’. 
Reference to this spelling can be found repeatedly in the publication ‘Kinnelon: A History,’ 
published by the Kinnelon Bi-Centennial Committee in 1976.  About 1940, the name of the road 
connecting Boonton Avenue to Kiel Avenue was changed by the Borough from ‘Meadtown 
Road’ to ‘Kakeout Road’. . . 
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“Upon an examination of the USGS maps it appears the maps mislabel the location of the true 
Kikirut Mountain [sic].  This was likely caused because the very early topographic map labels 
spanned both hills.  However, the correct hill and the one traditionally referred to as Kakeout 
Mountain was the higher of the two peaks.  There is little, if any, view from the currently and 
incorrectly named peak.  There is only one peak historically associated with this name. . . .  The 
generally accepted location of the true ‘look out’ is northeasterly of the location that is presently 
depicted on the Boonton USGS map.” 
 
Finally, the historian cited a 1936 article in the Proceedings of the New Jersey Historical Society 
titled “The Indians of Morris County Area in New Jersey,” which incorrectly reported that the 
name Kikirut Mountain derived from an American Indian word “kikey” meaning “old.” 

 
An article posted in 2011 on the Tri-Boro NJ Patch.com website stated, “Butler and Kinnelon 
changed the spelling about 60 years ago [from Kikeout to Kakeout] but the U.S. Geological 
Survey maintains the spelling given since colonial times.” 
 
The Morris County Board of Chosen Freeholders supports the name change to Kakeout 
Mountain, as well as the application change to the higher summit. 
 
The 1951 edition of the New York Walk Book also reported a “Little Kakeout Mountain,” which 
may be the smaller of the two summits labeled as Kakeout Mountain on early USGS maps.  No 
proposal has been established to make that name official.   
 
The 1914 Corporations of New Jersey List of Certificates to December 31, 1911, Compiled by 
the Secretary of State listed a “Kamp Kykout” in “Pequannock, Morris County.”  
 
A 1986 article titled “Kakeout name change criticized” was published in 2011 on the North 
Jersey News website.  It reported that Morris County had stated “the area was originally named 
‘Kikeout’ because ‘The Dutch word for lookout is ‘Kike.’  Over the years, variations in the 
spelling have occurred; such as Kake Out Road and Kike Out Road.”   
 
A local historian is quoted as saying that the change occurred after World War II.  A local 
resident’s letter to the editor is quoted at length:  
 
“[He complained about] ‘the unfortunate manipulations to alter the historical names of the 
Kinnelon area by willfully misspelling the name ‘Kikeout’. . . . A direct descendent of the 
earliest settlers of the area. . . agrees about the neglectful spellings. . . [residents should] reflect 
upon the consequences of the clandestine attempts at altering the names, as well as a few other 
old and honorable names that make such a unique and outstanding local history, if only due 
respect were shown by those who manipulate or proclaim to write about History and ignore the 
necessity of accuracy in writing about history. . . [He mentions] ‘Kikeout Road’. . . ‘the Kikeout 
Reservoir’. . . ‘the Kikeout Brook’. . . ‘Kikeout Mountain’. . . [and] ‘the Kikeout Meadows’. . .  
The most touted reason [for the change] appears to be the supposedly high sensitivity to ethnics 
by the persons who first began this taking of liberties with historical names. . . .  There is 
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however, another much more logical reason for the meddling with the truth in history.  There are 
some persons who have moved into the area and having been endowed by fortune to be able to 
purchase a tract of land and to live on it for some time, have gradually begun thinking that they 
also own the history of the land since they have a deed to the land and feel that they are at liberty 
to alter names or even erase parts of history and add and substitute according to their fancy.’  
[He] railed against what he perceived as landowners’ ‘puffery and self aggrandizement’ in their 
gall to change the historical names of places in the area.” 
 

Coombs Pond, New York 
(Review List 437) 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.164797&p_longi=-77.727257 
 

    Support Oppose No 
opinion 

No 
objection 

No 
response 

Local government Greenwood Town Board     X 
 Steuben County Legislature X     
State Names Authority New York  X    
Federal Agency N/A      
Tribes       X 
Other Landowner*  X    

*contacted by Town Board 
 
This proposal is to apply the new commemorative name Coombs Pond to a one-acre lake in 
Greenwood Township.  The name would honor Van William Coombs (1900-1986) and his wife 
Mildred (1902-1992), who lived and farmed on the property in the 1920s and 1930s.  A native of 
Allegany County, New York, Mr. Coombs and his wife inherited the property that includes the 
pond from her family, who had owned it for almost 100 years.  Mildred was also employed as a 
teacher at a one-room schoolhouse that bordered the farm.  Unable to maintain the farm during the 
Great Depression, the Coombs moved to Addison, where Van was employed by Dresser Rand. 
 
The present-day owner of the property informed the BGN staff that he does not want the 
reservoir named because he has “had issues with trespassers coming to fish and doesn't want any 
more attention to it.”  In addition, he said the pond was dug in the late 50s by his family and the 
Town of Greenwood, long after the Coombs owned the land. 
 

Change Halfway Creek (FID 952035) to Halfway Brook, New York 
(Review List 438) 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=43.4164596&p_longi=-
73.4848346&fid=952035 
 

    Support Oppose No 
opinion 

No 
objection 

No 
response 

Local 
government Fort Ann Town Board (Washington County)     X 

 Kingsbury Town Board (Washington County) X     
 Washington County Board of Supervisors X     
 Queensbury Town Board (Warren County) X     

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.164797&p_longi=-77.727257
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=43.4164596&p_longi=-73.4848346&fid=952035
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=43.4164596&p_longi=-73.4848346&fid=952035
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 Warren County Board of Supervisors X     
State Names 
Authority New York X     

Federal 
Agency N/A      

Tribes       X 
Other Fort Ann Town Historian  X    
 Washington County Deputy Historian X     
 Queensbury Town Historian X     
 
This proposal is to change the name of Halfway Creek, a 31-mile-long tributary of the 
Champlain Canal in Washington County and Warren County, to Halfway Brook.  The proposed 
name would reflect longstanding local use.   
 
References to this stream date back to at least the 1750s.  The stream acquired its name because 
it was about halfway along a military road between Fort William Henry on Lake George and Fort 
Edward on the Hudson River.  The crossing at the stream was a strategic point during the French 
and Indian War and the American Revolutionary War. 
 
As is typical with such old names, there have been many variant names recorded:  Bloody Brook, 
Clear River, Forks Creek, Seven Mile Creek, Schoone Creek; Scoon Creek, Scoune Creek, and 
Shone Creek.  In addition, the name has been represented in many forms throughout history 
including: Half Way Brook, Half Way Creek, Half Way Run, Halfway Brook, Halfway Creek, 
Half-Way Brook, Half-Way Creek, Half-Way Run, and Helf Creek. 
 
USGS maps have shown the name Halfway Creek since 1895.  Some local documents use both 
names, Halfway Creek and Halfway Brook, but the predominant local use is Halfway Brook.  
State sources tend to use the name Halfway Creek, but some also use Halfway Brook.  Forms of 
the name using the generic “Creek” (such as Half-Way Creek) date to at least 1878, although 
most older sources used versions of both “Creek” and “Brook.”  The proponent notes that a letter 
written by Major General Philip Schuyler to George Washington in 1776 referred to the stream 
as Halfway Brook. New York State memorial signs and plaques placed along the stream in 1905 
and 1932 used the name Half Way Brook, and the use of the generic “Brook” seems to have been 
fairly consistent in most local and State sources until later in the 1900s. 
 
A paper titled “The Half-Way Brook in History” by James Austin Holden and presented at the 
Seventh Annual Meeting of the New York State Historical Association outlines the history of the 
name and the events that occurred at the stream.  He wrote that the stream had “the popular name 
of ‘Half-Way Brook,’ bestowed upon it we know not by whom nor when, but which appearing in 
contemporary diaries, documents, letters and official despatches [sic] of ‘The Seven Years War,’ 
has ever since clung to it, and will while its waters run to the sea.”  He also reported that “The U. 
S. Geological Survey, in its map of this section of New York State, published about 1895, has 
labeled the brook as ‘Half-Way Creek,’ [sic] which, while it may be technically correct, will 
never be recognized in local usage or by faithful historians.”  The proponent speculates that 
perhaps “the ENGLISH called it ‘creek’ and the AMERICAN COLONISTS called it 
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‘brook?’  Given this, I believe that the AMERICAN term ‘brook’ should carry through on maps 
and signage to today.” 
 
In opposing the change, the Fort Ann Historian stated, “The cost alone to change local signage 
and maps doesn't seem to merit the changing of a name of a creek/brook.  If the name was to be 
changed for historical accuracy, then which name do you pick?  It was called many names in 
Fort Ann during the French and Indian War and The Revolutionary War.”  She also stated, “The 
majority of locals in Fort Ann have always called it Halfway Creek. . .  Also a survey map of 
Washington County done by Morris Levey printed in 1853, clearly marked it as Halfway Creek.  
A lot of references have clearly called it Halfway creek [sic], but it is mostly due to Historians 
who call it Halfway Brook as its been noted in numerous writings of mentioning Halfway Creek 
and in brackets inserted Halfway Brook.  So my opinion and most of the locals in Fort Ann 
would like to leave it as Halfway Creek in Fort Ann.” 
 

Sugar Mountain, Vermont 
(Review List 429) 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=44.128832&p_longi=-72.349537 
 
This proposal is to make official the name Sugar Mountain for a 2,158-foot summit in the Town 
of Orange in Orange County.  The proponent reports that he and his family “own the east and 
north slopes of the mountain up to the peak.  We have been calling the mountain Sugar Mountain 
since 1990 in reference to our maple sugaring operation.  Subsequently we called our farm Sugar 
Mountain Farm.  Our farm is well known both nationally and locally in relation to this 
mountain.” 
 
The Vermont Board of Libraries (BoL), which serves as the State Names Authority, declined to 
consider the proposal.  A longstanding Vermont statute (10 V.S.A. §152) requires any proposal 
for a new name or name change be submitted on the State’s application form and include a 
petition with at least 25 supporting signatures.  The BoL then initiates a procedure for public 
input and solicits opinions from local governments and appropriate State agencies.  The 
proponent of the name Sugar Mountain submitted the proposal to the BGN in 2017 and was 
advised of the State’s requirement.  The proponent asked the BoL for several extensions in order 
to submit an official petition, but the BoL received no petition.  The BoL states, “We felt, 
however, that as we have been actively trying to work with him for the last year, and that the 
petition has been outstanding since July 2017, there was been more than enough time for the 
petitioner to comply with State law.”  The BoL recommended the BGN proceed with its vote.  
As such, this proposal has no input from town or State officials.  
 
The BoL also states that the name “appears to be commercial in nature.”  They also point out that 
places names that include “Sugar” are very common in Vermont and that an additional name 
“may cause confusion to travelers or emergency personnel.” 
 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=44.128832&p_longi=-72.349537
https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/section/10/009/00152
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This proposal was processed under the BGN’s prior Tribal Geographic Names Policy.  
According to NAGPRA, at the time there were no federally recognized tribes with an interest in 
Vermont. 
  
III. New Commemorative Names and Changes agreed to by all interested parties 
 

Drake Creek, New York 
(Review List 437) 

Mouth: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.012808&p_longi=-
76.793724 
Source: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.023427&p_longi=-
76.776734 
 

    Support Oppose No 
opinion 

No 
objection 

No 
response 

Local government Ashland Town Board    X  
 Chemung County Legislature     X 
State Names Authority New York X     
Federal Agency N/A      
Tribes       X 
Other N/A      

 
This proposal is to apply the new commemorative name Drake Creek to a 1.3-mile-long unnamed 
tributary of South Creek in the Town of Ashland in Chemung County.  The name is intended to 
commemorate Wendell Drake (d. 2011), who lived on Merriam Road and operated a small chicken 
farm in the area. 
 

Kinsman Creek, New York 
(Review List 439) 

Mouth: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.01969&p_longi=-
76.79952 
Source: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.01352&p_longi=-
76.81283 
 

    Support Oppose No 
opinion 

No 
objection 

No 
response 

Local government Ashland Town Board    X  
 Southport Town Board X     
 Chemung County Legislature     X 
State Names Authority New York X     
Federal Agency N/A      
Tribes       X 
Other N/A      

 
This proposal is to apply the new commemorative name Kinsman Creek to an unnamed 0.84-mile-
long tributary of South Creek in the Town of Ashland and the Town of Southport in Chemung 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.012808&p_longi=-76.793724
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.012808&p_longi=-76.793724
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.023427&p_longi=-76.776734
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.023427&p_longi=-76.776734
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.01969&p_longi=-76.79952
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.01969&p_longi=-76.79952
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.01352&p_longi=-76.81283
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.01352&p_longi=-76.81283
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County.  The proposed name would honor Ryland (1825-1899) and Anna Dunn Kinsman (1835-
1910), who lived and farmed close to the stream for over 50 years. 
 

Sly Creek, New York 
(Review List 437) 

Mouth: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.025775&p_longi=-
76.744043 
Source: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.035588&p_longi=-
76.776495 
 

    Support Oppose No 
opinion 

No 
objection 

No 
response 

Local government Ashland Town Board    X  
 Chemung County Legislature     X 
State Names Authority New York X     
Federal Agency N/A      
Tribes       X 
Other N/A      

 
This proposal is to apply the new commemorative name Sly Creek to an unnamed 1.9-mile-long 
stream that terminates in a swampy area near an unnamed ephemeral tributary of Chemung River 
in the Town of Ashland.  The name would honor John B. Sly (1832-1885), who moved to 
Ashland and started a farm on Dug Road in 1850. 
 
An 1869 Beers map of Chemung County shows properties belonging to J.A Sly, V.M. Sly, and 
S.A. Sly in the area along Dug Road.  Another John Sly is documented as one of the first settlers 
of the Fifth Ward of Elmira in 1788, where he owned 600 acres of land northwest of the source 
of the stream.  There is also a Sly Street in Elmira. 
 
GNIS lists three other natural features in New York with the word “Sly” in their names.  All are 
named Sly Pond and are located over 150 miles northeast in Hamilton County and Washington 
County. 
 

Washburn Brook, New York 
(Review List 437) 

Mouth: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.003217&p_longi=-
76.739735 
Source: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.015052&p_longi=-
76.759721 
 

    Support Oppose No 
opinion 

No 
objection 

No 
response 

Local government Ashland Town Board    X  
 Chemung County Legislature     X 
State Names Authority New York X     
Federal Agency N/A      

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.025775&p_longi=-76.744043
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.025775&p_longi=-76.744043
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.035588&p_longi=-76.776495
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.035588&p_longi=-76.776495
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.003217&p_longi=-76.739735
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.003217&p_longi=-76.739735
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.015052&p_longi=-76.759721
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.015052&p_longi=-76.759721
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Tribes       X 
Other N/A      

 
This proposal is to apply the new commemorative name Washburn Brook to a 1.5-mile-long 
unnamed tributary of an unnamed stream proposed to be named White Hollow Creek (q.v.) in 
the Town of Ashland in Chemung County.  The name would honor Harold T. Washburn (1915-
2013), a resident of Wellsburg, who was employed as an electrician in nearby Elmira.  Mr. 
Washburn’s property was located approximately 0.4 miles southwest of the source of the stream 
but did not include the stream itself. 
 
IV. Revised Decisions - none 
 
V. New Names agreed to by all interested parties 
 

Big Cove Creek, Alabama 
(Review List 438) 

Mouth: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=34.118405&p_longi=-
86.979475 
Source: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=34.1148&p_longi=-
87.00711 
 

    Support Oppose No 
opinion 

No 
objection 

No 
response 

Local government Cullman County Commission     X 
State Names Authority Alabama X     
Federal Agency N/A      
Tribes       X 
Other N/A      

 
This proposal is to apply the new name Big Cove Creek to an unnamed, 1.9-mile-long, tributary 
of Rock Creek in Cullman County.  The proponent reports that the name would be associated 
with an area that local property owners refer to as Big Cove or The Cove.  Neither name is 
recorded in GNIS, nor is there any online evidence to substantiate the proponent’s claim of local 
usage. 
 
There is a community and a valley named “Big Cove,” along with a number of associated 
administrative features, in Madison County, approximately 40 miles from the stream in question.  
There are two streams in the State named Big Cove Creek, one in Madison County and one in 
Etowah County, 41 miles and 60 miles away, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=34.118405&p_longi=-86.979475
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=34.118405&p_longi=-86.979475
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=34.1148&p_longi=-87.00711
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=34.1148&p_longi=-87.00711
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White Hollow Run, Pennsylvania and New York 
(Review List 437) 

Mouth: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.006502&p_longi=-
76.727149 
Source: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.003536&p_longi=-
76.759121 
 

    Support Oppose No 
opinion 

No 
objection 

No 
response 

Local government Ashland Town Board (NY)    X  
 Chemung County Legislature (NY)     X 
 South Creek Township Board (PA) X     
 Ridgebury Township Board (PA)     X 
 Bradford County Commissioners (PA)     X 
State Names Authority New York X     
 Pennsylvania X     
Federal Agency N/A      
Tribes       X 
Other N/A      

 
This proposal is to make official the name White Hollow Run for a 2.1-mile-long tributary of 
Bentley Creek.  The stream, which flows through White Hollow, heads in the Town of Ashland, 
flows for a short distance into South Creek Township and Ridgebury Township in Bradford 
County, Pennsylvania, before flowing back into Ashland.  According to the proponent, the stream 
has been known locally as White Hollow Creek for several years, but after he was advised that a 
1999 Wellsburg Village Flood Mitigation Action Plan referred to it as White Hollow Run, he 
amended his proposal accordingly. 
 

Blue Dell Run, Pennsylvania 
(Review List 439) 

Mouth: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=40.36419&p_longi=-
79.74659 
Source: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=40.35713&p_longi=-
79.76685 
 
    Support Oppose No 

opinion 
No 

objection 
No 

response 
Local 
government North Huntingdon Township Commissioners X     

 Westmoreland County Commissioners     X 
State Names 
Authority Pennsylvania    X  

Federal Agency N/A      
Tribes       X 
Other Westmoreland Land Trust X*     
 Westmoreland County Parks and Recreation X     

*Proponent 
 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.006502&p_longi=-76.727149
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.006502&p_longi=-76.727149
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.003536&p_longi=-76.759121
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.003536&p_longi=-76.759121
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=40.36419&p_longi=-79.74659
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=40.36419&p_longi=-79.74659
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=40.35713&p_longi=-79.76685
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=40.35713&p_longi=-79.76685
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This proposal is to make official the name Blue Dell Run for a 1.6-mile-long tributary of Brush 
Creek in North Huntingdon Township in Westmoreland County.  Part of the stream flows through 
the Otto and Magdalene Ackermann Nature Preserve, managed by the Westmoreland Land Trust. 
 
The name is proposed by the Executive Director of the land trust and refers to the historical Blue 
Dell Pool, part of the Blue Dell entertainment center (including a drive-in theater and diner) that 
operated near the source of the stream from 1949 until the late 1980s.  The artesian spring at the 
head of the stream was the source of water for the pool.  The pool was filled in in the 1990s but is 
still shown on The National Map.  A road near the source of the stream is named Blue Dell Lane. 
 
The Westmoreland Land Trust asked residents and other interested parties for input on a name for 
the stream.  One resident, who owns land along the stream, suggested Blue Dell Run, which was 
the most popular choice on the land trust’s Facebook poll.  The proponent states, “Association with 
this well-known and regionally important destination brings recognition, a sense of nostalgia, and 
an identification with place for those who visited or knew of the Blue Dell Pool. . .  Many people 
throughout the region have fond memories of the Blue Dell Pool. . .  This will help to educate 
visitors to the Ackermann preserve about the importance of our streams for human uses of water, 
about the relationship of the built and the natural environment, and about the importance of 
protecting our streams and other natural resources.” 
 
The current brochure for the Otto and Magdalene Ackermann Nature Preserve labels the stream 
Blue Dell Run, while a 2011 FEMA map labels the downstream portion Tributary No. 12 to Brush 
Creek.  Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection historic stream legacy data, dated 
2004, uses the name Trib 37253 To Brush Creek. 
 
 


